
Sponsored Content
Dynamic Ads
Engage prospects with ads automatically
personalised to them

Dynamic Ads personally captures attention

Dynamic Ads leverage LinkedIn profile
data to capture attention and deliver
immediate engagement through an ad
that’s automatically tailored to each
member of your target audience.      
They appear on LinkedIn’s desktop 
platform, in the right rail, fitting 
300 x 250 pixel dimensions.

AUTOMATE INDIVIDUALISED 
CAMPAIGNS AT SCALE

Launch campaigns quickly using 
automatically and individually 

populated Dynamic Ads 
throughout the LinkedIn desktop

CUSTOMISE ADS FOR YOUR 
MARKETING OBJECTIVES

Tailor your ads to build brand 
awareness, drive traffic, and 

convert prospects, and measure 
and optimize your results directly in 

Campaign Manager

PERSONALISE THE EXPERIENCE 
FOR YOUR AUDIENCE

Capture attention with 
personalised ads featuring each 

professional’s own LinkedIn profile 
data, like photo, company name, 

job title, and more. 

Follower Ads
Expand your audience and acquire more followers
for your LinkedIn or Showcase Page, and grow your
influence when they engage the content you share.

Drive traffic to your website or landing page by 
featuring your product, service, event, newsletter, 
and more with a clear call-to-action for your audience.

Spotlight Ads

Generate leads when members download your 
content, and either download your leads directly
in Campaign Manager or send them to CRM.

Content Ads

             Using Dynamic Ads based on 
              your objective

Versatility means more ways to achieve your business goals. When
you build a Dynamic Ad, you have multiple formats to choose from.
To build brand awareness, use follower ads to promote your LinkedIn 
Page to seamlessly acquire followers. To drive conversions, use
spotlight ads to showcase your product, service, event, and more to
increase traffic to your website or landing page. To generate leads,
use content ads to feature your piece of content to instantly capture
leads when it’s downloaded. 
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Best Practices
Dynamic Ads on LinkedIn allow you to engage prospects with right-tail ads automatically 
personalised for each inidividual based on their profile.

Follow Best Practices

• Capture your audience’s attention with visual personalization: 
     • Check the box to enable your target audience’s profile photo to appear in the ad. Remember, this is unique 
        to each prospect.
     • Select pre-set templates that include macros to have each member’s name and company appear in the 
       text of the ad.

• For spotlight ads, try uploading a custom background image to add more visuals to your ad.

• Refer to LinkedIn Dynamic Ad specs while planning to make sure that your ad is formatted properly.

• Include one clear message and call-to-action on each Dynamic Ad.

• For follower ads, exclude existing followers from seeing your ad to ensure you’re gaining net new prospects. 
  You can do this on the targeting page.

Test the ad copy
•  When your audience sees a Dynamic Ad in the 
    LinkedIn desktop, there can be an ad headline and/or
    ad description included in the copy.
•  Try including only an ad headline for a simpler 
    message, or A/B test different phrasing in the 
    same campaign.

Test the type of central image you feature
•  When your audience sees a Dynamic Ad in the 
    LinkedIn desktop experience, there will be a square 
    image near the center of the ad.
•  Try featuring different images here, like a company 
    logo, custom icon, or photo, and optimize bas ed on 
    which performs best.

While the ad allows for copy in more than one place
in the ad, including only an ad headline is an option 
to create a simple, clean message.


